
Introduction
Sport form is a reflection of the unity of optimal

physical fitness, mental, technical and tactical
quality of skier. Signs of a certain state of the
organism in which the factors that make this form
in such a harmonious whole that their choice
allows athletes to achieve certain level of ability,
(which allows him to achieve high sport results).

But we cannot form a sport seen as a permanent
phenomenon that is moving, evolving and chang-
ing and whose path of development has its own
dynamics, its laws which we must comply.

Sport form is a condition of athletes in a partic-
ular stage of development training process when
the skier is ready to achieve the highest sports re-
sults.

Sport Form is the maximum state of readiness
for achievements in sports by athletes comes after
proper preparation of each new level of develop-
ment (Matvejev, 1964).

Sport form is such a state of athletes that are
characterized by the ability to achieve high sports
results and stable maintenance of these results in
participation in competitions during the long peri-
od of time.

Based on this we can say that the sport form of
state but also because it changes the process and
indicate a high level of preparedness skier, which
enable successful participation in the competition.

It is a condition characterized by great skier abili-
ty in competitive conditions.

The subject of this work represents a theoretical
and practical settings, and review of sports form of
alpine skiers. Then, indicate to certain laws, man-
agement and methods of determining the sports
form.

The problem of this work indicates that the
development of sports form observed three phases:
phase entry in the sports form, the phase of relative
stabilization of sports form, and a phase of tempo-
rary fall of sports form.

The aim of this paper is that the application of
better organization of work, use the appropriate
management of the training and the legality of the
work, as well as use appropriate methods for rapid
and rational mastering stage form of entry into the
sport form, and the longer maintenance of sports
form of skiers.

Methods of sports form in skiing
If training is systematic, intense and complete it

is so realistic to expect rapid growth and higher
level of sport forms and vice versa. Poor training
and not systematic work greatly affect the exten-
sion phase of entry into the sports form. It is often
times the reason that in a certain period, an athlete
is unable to achieve expected results. 

In the development of sports form, there are
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three phases:
- Phase entry into the sports form,
- Phase of relative stability and maintenance of
sporting forms and 
- Phase temporary fall sports form.

Characteristics of sports forms
Sport form is manifested – fast entering of the

organism in strenuous physical work, the achieve-
ment of economy of movement and speed of exe-
cution of the organism from hard physical labor.

Components of sport forms are: physical, tech-
nical, tactical and psychological preparation, in
addition to this one of the characteristics and edu-
cational and quality.

Preparatory, competitive and transitional peri-
ods

Phase of entering the sport form is character-
ized primarily by increasing gradually the primary,
abilities and characteristics, and ends with the ini-
tial formation of sports form. Phase of maintain the
sporting form is characterized by stabilization of
sports form, which ensures the achievement of
sports results.

Phase temporary loss of form sports are charac-
terized by changing the direction adaptation
process, ie, the transition of recovering the organ-
ism level.

The duration of an entire cycle of creation,
maintenance and decline, sports forms depends
primarily on athlete’s quality level 

- His individual characteristic,
- Condition of training process,
- Ways of training and others.
This means, in order to successful manage the

sport form we need to know:
- what are all the factors that influence the

development of sports form:
- To what extent they influence.
- What relationship exists between them?
- How to operate the internal factors (talent and
constitution).
- How can we positively impact their use for the
purpose of increasing the level of their sport
form?
Signs of a mechanism of managing sports form

use those ones form of content work; the means
and methods as well as external and internal fac-
tors that in most concrete situations can affect the
certain changes take place as planned.

Sporting a form of skiing has its specificities
and the result of mutual action of the entire series
is very different, even similar factors, where indi-
vidual skills play a big role in the construction of

sports form.
Some athletes achieved a high sport form espe-

cially at the expense of physical fitness, the other
on account of technical or tactical training process
etc.Some will even prepare your good psychic to
build a more solid physical basis, others on the
basis of modern technical and tactical preparation.

Each of these preparations (physical, mental,
technical, tactical), represents a combination of a
whole series of specific factors, which may not
always have the same value for each athlete.

For these reasons, sports form, and its develop-
ment process, we have seen from another perspec-
tive: 

- It is necessary to assess the value of certain
factors that participate in the process of sports
form.

- Their relationship and a way of regulating the
mutual influence of individual factors in the
process of building the sports form. 

- And to develop and nurture mutual trust of
coach-athlete, then we can talk about the proper
motivation (reward, praise, punishment, just a look
is enough).

Conclusion
Given the theoretical and empirical settings that

are shown in this paper, as well as subjects, issues
and objectives of this study we can conclude the
following:That for a successful, stable and sports
form must be taken into account first of all:

- Laws of development of sports form
- Management and sports forms
- Methods of determining the sports form.
Of course, that these components must be con-

sidered as dynamic phenomenon, which is con-
stantly evolving, changing and adapting to new
conditions appropriate.
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Apstrakt
Postojat pove}e definicii na sportskata forma, no zedni~ko im

e deka nejzinata osnova ja so~inuva harmoni~noto edinstvo na site kom-
ponenti koi ovozmo`uvaat najvisokio nivo na specifi~ni rabotni
sposobnosti. Osnovni pokazateli na nivota na sportskata forma se
postignatite rezultati na natprevarite. Za analizirawe na sport-
skata forma neohodno e da se steknat soznanija za slednite komponen-
ti: zakonitostite za razvojot na sportskata forma; upravuvaweto so
sportskata forma; metodite za odreduvawe na sportskata forma. Ovie
komponenti mora da se tretiraat kako dinami~ka pojava koja neprek-
inato se razviva, menuva i se prisposobuva na soodvetnite uslovi. 

Klu~ni zborovi:  natprevari, metodi,  upravuvawe, 
takti~ki  kvaliteti., tehni~ki kvaliteti, 
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